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Abstract—Online video services account for a major part of
broadband traffic with streaming videos being one of the most
popular video services. We focus on the user perceived quality of
YouTube videos as it can serve as a general index for customer
satisfaction. Our tool, Pytomo [1], is a tomography tool that is
designed to measure the playback quality of videos as if it is being
viewed by a user. We model the YouTube video player to estimate
the playback interruptions as experienced by a user watching a
YouTube video. We also examine topology and download statistics
such as delay towards the server, download rates, and buffering
duration.

We aim to analyse different DNS resolvers to obtain the IP
address of the video server. We study how the DNS resolution
impacts the performance of the video download, thus the video
playback quality. As the tool is intended to run on multiple
ISPs, we have discovered some interesting results in YouTube
distribution policies. These results can be applied to any content-
delivery networks (CDN) architecture and should help users to
better understand what are the key performance factors of video
streaming.

Index Terms—HTTP Streaming, Performance, QoE, DNS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, web-driven contents represent about half of the
Internet traffic due to the decrease of P2P and the surge of
video sharing sites [2], [3], [4], while YouTube being the most
popular. Among the different online video services, streaming
videos and flash videos are the most popular ones. Services
such as blogs and social networks are also enabling users to
embed personal videos, thus expanding video sharing circle.

In this paper, we present our tool, Pytomo, to analyze the
user experience while watching a YouTube video by using
active download analysis. Most of the previous works so far
have usually studied either the characterization of YouTube
videos, or the YouTube CDN architecture.

YouTube videos characteristics’ analyses mainly focus on
meta-data: each crawler fetches the properties of the video
(duration, category. . . ) to draw interesting results on caching
and distribution policy evaluations [5], on comparison with
“classical” web workloads [6], or on graph relations between
videos [7]. Some authors complement their study with passive
packet captures to analyse the streaming video sessions [8], or
the behavior of users in terms of switches and jumps inside
videos [9]. Previous studies provide us information about the
video characteristics; however, they do not analyze the video
playback quality.

The YouTube CDN architecture has also been studied
in [10] with NetFlow records in order to determine traffic dy-

namics outside the ISP network. The YouTube server selection
policy can be explained either using active measurements (on
PlanetLab nodes) [11], [12], or using passive captures [13].
These measures allow us to better understand the distribution
choices of YouTube videos, but they mainly focus on delay and
geographical distribution of servers. In [13], the server strategy
selection is also evaluated. The impact of DNS resolvers have
been compared in terms of latency and caching [14].

Our work differentiates from others since we are not only
interested in the delay to access the YouTube video streaming
servers, but also in the perceived video playback quality.
Moreover, the impact of the DNS resolver on the video
playback quality has not been studied yet.

We explain the methodology and the evaluation of our tool,
Pytomo, in Sect. II. We briefly present preliminary results in
Sect. III, and state the next steps of our work in Section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present the methodology behind the tool.
Pytomo [1] is a platform independent open-source automated
analysis tool written in Python. The aim is to download and
analyze the playback of YouTube videos, thus emulating the
user watching experience. Interruptions and buffering of online
streaming videos occur when the download throughput is
lower than the encoding rate of the video. Thus we choose
the number of interruptions during the playback and the total
buffering duration as the main playback quality indicators: we
discuss in Sect. II-B how we infer such events.

A. Tool Description

Pytomo performs an analysis of YouTube video download
and helps us evaluate user experience. Pytomo emulates the
user behavior by downloading a YouTube video, and then
selects a number of random related links for downloading.

For each video, the download statistics are collected, cal-
culated, and stored in a database. In order to perform the
download, we first resolve the IP address of the content server
and then use this IP address to perform the analysis. By doing
so, we ensure that the analysis and video download are being
done on the same server. We also take care of HTTP Redirect
messages obtained from video servers.

a) DNS Resolution: It is possible to use a number of
DNS resolvers. In our case, we use three DNS resolvers:
default ISP resolver, Google Public DNS (code.google.



com/speed/public-dns/docs/intro.html), and
Open DNS (www.opendns.com) resolver.

Our tool allows us to evaluate the playback quality of the
Youtube cache servers according to the IP address resolved
by different DNS resolvers. Thus our primary interest is the
download throughput achieved from this server (IP address)
and not the delay towards the video server, which is the clas-
sical evaluation method. Moreover, we take a novel approach
by relating this selection to the requesting DNS.

b) Crawl: The process of video crawling can be sum-
marised as follows: (i) We begin by selecting an initial set of
YouTube videos that are used as the seed (by default the most
popular videos of the week); (ii) For each selected video, we
obtain the cache-URL of the video server hosting the video
file1; (iii) Next we obtain the (possibly different) IP addresses
of the video server by querying the three different DNS
servers; (iv) We collect the ping statistics for each resolved
IP address of the video servers; (v) Then we download from
each resolved IP address a sample of the video for 30 seconds
with the default video format (640 × 390); (vi) We continue
crawling from step (ii) with the next related video.

c) Statistics: Our tool collects the following statistics
(see [1] for a detailed description): ping statistics; video
information; download statistics; playback statistics (initial
buffer, interruptions, total buffering duration, buffer duration
at the end of download).

B. Tool Evaluation

One of the main aspects of our work is the emulation
of the YouTube video player to evaluate end-user perceived
quality of video playback. We model the video player with an
initial buffer used before the video starts; the initial buffer is
obtained by parsing the FLV tags of the video to determine the
precise amount of bytes needed to start playing the video, we
then maintain two timescales: one for the watched video and
another for the downloaded video. As soon as the difference
between the two time metrics is lower than the minimal
playback buffer, the video stops. Once the downloaded video
time is larger than the minimal restart buffer, the video
playback resumes.

To evaluate and calibrate the parameters of our model, we
use a local web server on a test machine so that we can control
the entire video distribution. To do this, we watch a video with
the YouTube Shockwave Flash (swf) player and intercept the
video requests with a dedicated proxy2 so that it is served by
our monitored server instead of the YouTube video servers.

This setup allows us to determine the main parameters
used by the player to switch from the buffer state to the
playing state and vice-versa. Indeed, we manually record each
start/stop event on the playback to infer the characteristics of
the YouTube swf player.

1YouTube has two types of servers: YouTube front-end web servers that host
the video web pages and the video servers that host the actual videos [10].

2Because of domain security parameters in the YouTube swf player, we
cannot directly query the video on localhost.

III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We have collected preliminary data by contacting volunteers
to run the tool on their private Internet access in order to obtain
a good representation of a real user experience. Due to lack
of space, we briefly report some of the preliminary findings.

Firstly, the IP addresses of the YouTube video servers are
usually different depending on the DNS resolver: these IPs
can also belong to different ASes (in this case, AS 15169
for Google and AS 43515 for YouTube EU). However, there
are cases when the three DNS resolvers return the same IP
address.

Secondly, the delay towards the IP addresses can have huge
variations (up to twice the time). The closest servers are not
always coming from the same DNS resolver3, and we have
not yet explored the YouTube video server selection strategy.

Lastly, the download and playback performance has a large
discrepancy depending on the resolver and the ISP. The most
interesting result is that with the same Internet access, the same
YouTube video can have a very different playback quality
depending on the DNS resolver.

IV. FUTURE WORK

The main focus of this work has been to construct a reliable
tool to automatically evaluate the playback quality of YouTube
videos as experienced by users. Our next objective is to collect
extensive data so that we can obtain a representative evaluation
of the YouTube video streaming performance key factors, and
its relation to the DNS used at the client side.
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